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And the check engine light is on, was told it was from a bad egr valve, i plan on confirming this.
It was an honest effort that only fell short in the handling dynamics, which are vague and
unsettled, and brakes that cannot dissipate heat. The engine is world-class and a joy to work on
I did my own valve adjustment and timing belt and a joy to live with, I get 27 mpg mph. Interior
quality is very good, paint is good, but the use of plastics throughout the car means you must
be gentle and patient with all that you attempt to disassemble. The complexity of these cars
must be respected or you will likely get punished with repairs. If you maintain the car properly
and in a timely fashion and follow the directions to the letter, you will be rewarded with a lovely
hushed driving experience. My first Lexus gave me , miles with nary a breakdown. This more
used car I have had to do niggling repairs to bring it back to glory, but it is a real sweetheart.
Cons: brakes not quite up to rigors of fast driving, complexity not for the non-commital. Pure
Luxury â€” its a good car, but may not be for everyone. It takes the abuse I dish out, I've done
some donuts and drifts, and even beaten a couple of my friends in a race. It's got a 4. Pros:
Surprisingly quick, light steering, the brakes have saved my life a few times, and loves to kick
the back end around. Cons: Heavy car, automatic, the seats are ripping, and mild understeer
under cornering. Its The Best Car I've Ever Had â€” even thoe the car is over 15 years old ,it still
out preforms and handles better then most of the newer cars i've had in the pass. I love
everything about my car. Had many Toyotas in the past and other european cars. Nothing like
Lexus. My frien Read More. This car is a wonder to drive. With bhp it levels most competition.
Want a stoplight sleeper? This car is it. Despite its weight it can pull off a time of less than 6
seconds. You're bath So far it's just perfect, quiet, smooth, gear shifting is almost unnoticeable.
Great car more toys then you'd ever think possible extremely reliable, very fast and the most
comfortable car in the world thats not a Maybach. And unl The luxury, features and power this
car has for such an older car. Should not post a car with so many defects. There are other
platforms for junk cars not car gurus Read More. The Lexus LS is smooth, reliable and does not
disappoint the driver. The engine is excellent and continues to perform with powerful
acceleration and very little maintenance. The interior is roomy Love it!!! The ultimate luxury!
Very smooth and feels very safe! Takes command of the road! Very powerful and reliable. Nice
sound system. Loaded to the hilt. Even has a tool and a This car runs flawlessly! It is 18 years
old and has never has one issue -- it's needed maintenance as all cars need, but I've never had
any issues at all. It's quiet, balanced, well made, quality, My '96 LS has been a great vehicle. I
still drive her on a daily basis and have absolutely no reason to get rid of her. The only "repair" I
have had was this year when the fuel pump went out Have you driven a Lexus LS ? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Pros:
very comfortable. Cons: rear wheel drive. Is this helpful? Yes No. Sam writes:. Amskeptic
writes:. Mike writes:. Pros: Fun and Fast. Cons: Not High Performance. Avineet writes:. Cons:
expensiive parts. Nick writes:. Owner for 1 years, 7 months Miles Driven per Year: 5, Jacqueline
says:. Handling Ranked Lexus LS worse. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Lexus LS reviews.
Read all 7 Lexus LS reviews. Read all 10 Lexus LS reviews. Read all 3 Lexus LS reviews. Read
all 9 Lexus LS reviews. Cars compared to Lexus LS Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Select Year Pros: very comfortable Cons: rear wheel drive 4 of 5 people found this
review helpful. Owner for 1 years, 7 months Miles Driven per Year: 5, 3 of 3 people found this
review helpful. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. With less than 84,mi on this Lexus LS , you'll appreciate the practically
showroom newness of this vehicle. A truly breathtaking example of pure vehicle design
achievement And it seems this vehicle was owned by a non-smoker. This vehicle has
undergone a rigorous multipoint inspection by our ASE Certified Technicians and we have
verified that all maintenance is up-to-date. Ask for Stock P Description: Used Lexus LS
Secondary bank financing is also available and requires a credit check and must meet certain
requirements. We welcome outright cash purchases or your own outside financing. Optional
extended service plans might be available at an additional price. Feel free to call us for more
information or stop out and test drive today! This Lexus LS 4dr 4dr Sedan features a 4. It is
equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty.
We also make concessions for all of our veterans. It looks like the only vehicles matching your
search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to
get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Trim Base 3. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2. Engine Type Gas 3.
Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 3. Cylinders 8 cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Showing 1 - 3 out of 3
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Classy design and dependable car. After reading the reviews

on the Lexus LS, we found one with 97K miles in good condition. The car run smoother than
many new vehicle I have driven! The car if maintained well is very dependable and will last for k
miles I am sure. I will say this: if you are buying a used one especially the , make sure the timing
belt service has been done to it think it is the 60K or K service it is pretty pricey. I have had it
since Feb 10 and it looks brand new. The cars lines are ahead of its time, straight and classy.
The interior it nice and comfortable, The factory sound system is very nice. I do suggest tinting
the windows cause the leather gets hot during the summer. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Green with a Tan
interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Description: Used Lexus ES Recent
Arrival! Call the Kendall Value Lot at It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a
very low mileage Lexus ES A rare find these days. Just what you've been looking for. With
quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. You can finally stop searching
You've found the one you've been looking for. Seller makes no representation as to the
drivability or reliability of the subject vehicle. You reserve the right to have the vehicle
inspected by a mechanic of your choice and are encouraged by Seller to do so, in order to
determine the extent of any mechanical issues associated with the vehicle. The price range of
the vehicle is predicated by two factors: 1 Age of the vehicle; and 2 Mileage on the vehicle. This
vehicle is more likely than not to have mechanical issues that may render the vehicle inoperable
without further investment in repairs. The Seller has no obligation to perform any such repairs.
Only , Miles! Just minutes away! We recommend you contact us to insure the vehicle is still
available. Special credit situations? That's our specialty! Bad credit, no credit, no down
payment, new job, unusual income sources, high current debt, past repossession, discharged
or current bankruptcy, recent or pending divorce, college students, credit rebuilding Buy from a
name you know! Check with us to see what coverage is available for this vehicle. Any warranty
will be displayed on vehicle window sticker. While every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information on every vehicle advertised, the accuracy is not warranted. As you
do your comparison shopping, you will see Napleton River Oaks Honda offers some of the best
values in the market. We will provide you a Carfax, Comprehensive Vehicle Inspection, and a
market report on how we arrived at the price. Serving the Greater Chicago, Il Area. Out of town
buyer's free pick-up at the airport. We can help arrange delivery right to your front door too!
Plus tax, title, license, and Napleton certification fees. This vehicle is being sold AS-IS, with no
warranty or claims made by the dealer. Come see why we have the cleanest cars in the Cove!
Call us today at or visit us on the web at Post purchase, the vehicles go through a step by step
procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection
and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before
they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory they are detailed
thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our vehicles we finally
put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts are issued
by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified mechanic shop
of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service contract for up to but not limited
to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available, please consult with a sales
representative for additional information. Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time
frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to purchase. Service contracts are an
option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect your future investment. Call us for
further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing
vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as they do not includes any finance
charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards
an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but
are not responsible for human error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of
sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. How to protect your
purchase? This Lexus ES has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. You could
keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. This is about the time when
you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it is absolutely true.
This Lexus ES 4dr 4dr Sedan features a 3. Most vehicles are subject to reconditioning fees and
costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs are not included in the advertised
price. Second key, floor mats, or owners manual may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Prices subject to change.
Vehicles are subject to prior sale. Odometer is miles below market average! You can also call us
at Quebedeaux Buick GMC has been open and serving our community for over 60 years and we
stand behind our service to our customers and our community. This Lexus ES has a 3. It is a

front wheel drive vehicle. The leather interior is worn, chrome is peeling on the wheels, there is
a dent in the left rear quarter-panel, and it does show minor signs of impact on all four corners.
There is also a chip in the windshield that appears to have been repaired. Two year, 24 month,
30, mile transferable nation wide warranty covers the engine, transmission, drive axle,
suspension, steering components, brake components, cooling system, electrical components,
seals and gaskets, towing, parts and labor for covered components and rental benefits. Other
low cost warranty plans also available so buy with confidence knowing you are covered.
Looking for a used car at an affordable price? Sensibility and practicality define the Lexus ES !
This vehicle embraces a bold stylistic philosophy while retaining craftsmanship and elegance!
Lexus infused the interior with top shelf amenities, such as: power front seats, front bucket
seats, and more. It features a front-wheel-drive platform, an automatic transmission, and a 3 liter
6 cylinder engine. Our sales reps are knowledgeable and professional. We'd be happy to answer
any questions that you may have. We are here to help you. Come in and bid to get crazy deals!
Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you
bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection
on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim Base Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type
Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Know The
Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 41 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. So solid we decided to
re-upholster and re-paint, including new headlights and tail lights. Looks like a new car and still
performs like one. This is a classic which I will maintain as an antique. Equipped with top end
tires she handles like the European Sports Car she was designed to emulate. We are proud to
drive up in this winner. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Make Lexus. Model SC. The car has
ONLY 76, miles and has been garage kept until this year. Engine was tuned up a year ago and
was driven about miles since then. Spark plugs, wires, air filter , oil filter, transmission oil filter
and brakes along with all fluids. The paint on the car is in great shape but would really shine
with a nice wax job. The interior has no worn places and retains a healthy looking great
condition leather. Not stained just need a refresh. It really has a lightly used feel that can be
appreciated. Car in good running condition. It was initially intended to be a restoration project,
however time will not allow me to handle it in the manner I need to. A number of items have
been repaired. AC, and misc. Please call Three34 for full description as I will also send specific
pictures upon request. Car is clean inside and out. Seats are like new. Californian car, original
miles, All power options,including CD player, sun roof. Completely original, one owner, all
books and manuals, complete records, dealer maintained,original window sticker. Model SC
CELL show contact info Condition: Drive train is in real good shape, strong engine and
transmission. Needs some work, but will be a fantastic card with a little TLC. History : This car
was bought at an auction in Seattle and shipped to Montana for restoration. It has a salvage
title, but was never salvaged or wrecked beyond driving. The salvage title was a convenience
for the auction company. It was a drivable, working car when we bought it. It has been driven
over a curb and had front end control arm issues and needed a radiator. Clean inside and out.
Runs and drives good. For more information or any question please call If you have any
questions, concerns, or would like us to inspect a specific item or area please call. Final
payment must be made in full within five 5 days of purchase. The final payment must be made in
cash, cashiers check, or wire transfer. We do not except PayPal or credit cards for final
payment. The vehicle description above is for informational and narrative purposes only. We
have made a diligent effort to describe the vehicle as accurately as possible, but we do not
guarantee the accuracy of the description. All of our vehicles are available for inspection and
test drive, and we encourage you to do so. When buying a used car, one should expect a certain
amount of wear, use and flaws that one would not expect from buying a new car. A vehicle that
is 8 years old will show more wear than one that is 3 years old. We are a dealer, and all vehicles
are for sale to the public. Vehicles with remaining warranty must be handled between purchaser
and new car dealer. As we are located In Florida, we are required to title a vehicle "Exempt" in
miles if the car is 10 years or older. The miles listed is the actual reading from the cars
odometer. If a vehicle is not picked up within 10 days of the auction close, we reserve the right
to charge a reasonable storage fee. You may pay the purchase price with cash in person, with a
cashiers or certified check or bank-to-bank wire transfer. These forms are acceptable for the
deposit as well, and we will accept PayPal for the deposit only. If these forms of payment are
not acceptable, please do not bid. Final payment is expected within five 5 days thereafter. If you
are seeking financing, please be sure to hold off on your bid or offer until your funding has been

approved. You are responsible for your own finance arrangements so please take care of them
before bidding or making an offer. We recommend that you do not send payment via regular
mail. We have experienced lost checks several times. We recommend that if you are sending
payment, that you use registered, return receipt mail or FedEx. This is for you protection, as
well as ours. If your state has no sales tax on motor vehicles, we will not charge you any sales
tax. If you have the vehicle shipped, we will not charge you any sales tax however, you will have
to pay your state's tax at home. Clean title clean history. Autocheck report is available upon
request. It was purchased and lived in Florida since new. Original paint through out the whole
body except the rear bumper was repainted. Just normal dings and scratches. NO rust! Runs
strong, Idles so quiet you barely can hear it is running. Timing belt service was done in when it
had 34, miles. You have to look at it yourself to understand the quality of original Lexus V8
powered vehicles! Fully loaded with every option was available with this car. Worth to keep!
Four year restoration. This is the perfect example of a well kept SC This car is in near mint
condition inside and out as it has been garaged it's whole life. A little bit about the car I
originally bought the car from the original owner with K miles. I have the original window sticker
and all of his original paperwork from the purchase back in as well as his HUGE list of
maintenance that I've added to since the purchase. This was my daily driver for the past 2 years
until I bought a pickup a few months back. Since the purchase, I have done all the meticulous
maintenance and repair work on the car myself as well as added some tasteful additions such
as the W58 Transmission, so I will be able to tell you anything you would like to know.
Maintenance that I have done include: 1. Timing Belt, timing belt tensioner, pulleys, and water
pump and thermostat. Coolant changed with OEM toyota red. Differential Fluid changed with
redline 75W NS. Rebuilt gauge cluster with new motors LEDs; everything on cluster is
functioning. New Brake Pads front and rear as well as new E-brake shoes. Brake fluid flushed 9.
Serpentine belt and pulleys replaced. New Weathertech mats. Door panels have been reinforced
I have been trying to find OEM door gray door panels. Polyurethane front control arm bushings.
New genuine leather armrest cover. Clear Coated headlights assemblies to prevent fogging.
Tasteful Mods: 1. BC coilovers. LS 4 Piston Brake upgrade 7. Genuine leather seat covers. Seats
are in near mint condition and I would like to keep them that way. Pioneer FBT Headunit.
Rockford Fosgate RX5 5 channel amplifier. Image Dynamics 8" small enclosure subwoofer
custom built for the footwell but can be removed if necessary. Refreshed W58 manual
transmission prior to install with OEM sc swan neck shifter. New T Release bearing OEM SC
manual driveshaft. MR2 Exedy stage 1 clutch. SC manual pedal set with bondra corvette clutch
extension. Redline MT90 manual transmission fluid. Cornering lamps converted to daytime
running lights There are some other small maintenance and mods and those will be reflected in
my stack of records. But these are all the major ones. I kept this car immaculately clean inside
and out and have gone for a slightly aggressive but still OEM look. Mileage is currently at K.
This car has been smogged as well and ready to register in california. It doesn't need anything
else. With two young children it is time to sell and get the family sedan. Needs some minor
leather repairs, has some minor paint items For a it is in very good shape: cosmetically in good
condition, mechanically sound, and a "looker". People that know this car, love this car and I'm
sure you will too. Cash or cashiers check only. Elk Grove, CA. Oregon City, OR. Martinsburg,
WV. Fitzwilliam, NH. South Milwaukee, WI. Collegedale, TN. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Lexus Sc Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Lexus :
SC SC lexus sc base coupe 2 door 4. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1
Month. Make Lexus 27 Ford 1 Infiniti 1 Mazda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. One of our road warriors said, " Lexus
calledâ€”your bullet is ready. More than ready, as any numbnoggin can see. Your eyes wrap
around this high-caliber coupe and shout Sport! Drop the hammer and your foot shouts it
louder than the engine. Lever good and hard for a cornering advantage and your inner ear
grunts out the message. The SC weighs pounds less than the sedan. It puts the power
multiplied by its shorter first-gear and final-drive ratios to good use. The coupe soars from zero
to 60 mph in 6. The coupe clears the quarter-mile in Passing traffic? No worries: the SC picks
itself up and flings past. Thanks to vented four-wheel disc brakes and electronic ABS circuitry,
the coupe's pound mass stops from 70 mph in feet. The pedal feel came up squishy, though, as
if the heat generated by the brakes kept them hard-pressed to deal with the SC's speed. Luckily,
added miles made the stopping feel progressively stronger. The coupe's cornering tears the
contest open. The SC's claw-like 0. Better yet, Lexus's coupe gladly hangs out its tail to display
the balanced power oversteer of a potent rear-drive machine. The LS's taller gearing lets it
unwind to a 5-mph edge over the coupe's mph maximum. Our overall averages of 16 mpg
apiece confirm it. However you feel about a coupe offering blissful comfort enclosed in a
carnival ride, these are excellent numbers. They come wrapped in glossy paintwork, lovely

leather, and fine trim. A two-memory function sets the driver's seat, mirrors, and wheel to two
preset combinations. The near-perfect wheel rises in front of an electroluminescent means
"glows in the dark" instrument layout. Despite a relatively lax shoulder harness, the firm seat
holds you squarely in front of the big, bright analog dials. For a true overview of this projectile
from Toyota's luxury division, climb high for an overhead view. This bullet hits you like the
stunner it is. It rolls in as round as round can be and still be legal for road use without being
beamed up by extraterrestrials for joyrides or epoxied down by UFO Alarmists for Global
Security. This rocket's lines scream: Women and children, get backâ€”boys, we're going
ballistic! Everybody sees it can do that especially the Ohio kid riding the mower who whipped
around as if on a soda stool and gave some particularly handsome ground cover a reverse
Mohawk. However you cut it, when the SC shows up on ''To Tell the Truth," you'll see which is a
starship among pretenders. Pretenders to coupe-ness have no choice but to keep a straight
face; they began that way, as sedans. Most sports coupesâ€”even those sold at exorbitant
pricesâ€”remain sedans to the bone. Many purveyors of sports coupes simply revamp any old
sedanâ€”or even a good new oneâ€”by tipping off two doors and thousands of customers and
selling the near-coincidental byproduct for a whole lot more money. Not Lexus. Lexus means to
hit it where they ain't meaning somewhere in the vicinity of below the belt. It gave up all but the
LS's velvety valve 4. Creativity sparked anew, Lexus conjured up a coupe unique unto itself.
Also to the design world: the Lexus designers at Toyota's Calty Design Research facility in
Newport Beach, California, put away their sketching and drafting aids. They traded the
specificity of their pencils and computers to add the third dimension of playing, like gifted
kindergartners, with shapes created from balloons and plaster. These pliant visual aids added
an organic roundness that the designers photographed, toyed with as if it were taffy, and
translated into clay models and a full-size prototype with never an overall line drawn. He did.
Lexus invented new methods to shape metal and reinvented or relocated a wealth of
components, from headlights to suspension layouts, painstakingly tucking former
impossibilities within. If the SC looks like business, it's also remarkably graceful. Normally we
avoid running on about stylingâ€”you like it or don'tâ€”but classic lines tickle us as surely as
great dynamics. The SC's fenders blend well with the tail and hood. The softly beveled but
crisply accented vee of the hood swerves down toward the center of the rounded nose, then
veers outward in distinctive "ells" that mimic and mirror the stylized "L" within the Lexus
logoâ€”a touch perfected in a harmony of thought and line. The horizontal ovals of the outboard
cornering lights carry through to the side mirrors; the upright ovals of the tiny projector
headlights draw the eye to the SC's beady glare; the soft fascia of the bumper gives way to the
air dam's stark Porsche-like aggression. But we're not blinded by the rays from the Rising Sun.
The SC's cabin sits atop the lower body like a. The bird's-eye maple trim looks coarser than
some fake wood-grains. The optional stabilizing wing looks out of place on the SC's classy tail.
And the ten-spoke alloy wheels, despite modern 7. Our era sometimes brings advances. The "i"
presumably stands for the quality of the brain. It ain't dumb. A switch on the console gives a
choice between power and normal modes, altering shift points. The shifting remains smooth yet
firm enough to remind you that you're gunning a sports coupe. But we wish more smarts had
been put into the overdrive selector. You can leave the OD button engaged and slot the lever
into Drive, but if you want more control you must use a button to get into and out of top gear.
An added notch for overdrive would finish off the slick shift action perfectly. The suspension
proves generally firm yet smooth and absorbent. Minor tire thump masks any suspension noise,
and even running in fast-forward takes place in relative quiet. Only inexcusably crummy
Michigan roads jolted the SC as if its ankles were fused. Despite the basic firmness, hard
braking brings more nose-dive than we'd like after spending thousands of miles in an Infiniti
Q45 with active suspension. Our regard for "old" dynamics, no matter how astute, suffers
accordingly. Even the latest Acura Legend coupeâ€”one of those door-deleted sedansâ€”soaks
up truly tricky roads more handily than the Lexus, and for somewhat less money. Out in the
open, though, the hearty Lexus V-8 carries the day over the Legend's less hearty V The SC also
wins for pure engine sounds, baying more joyously than Lexus allows in the sedan. Amid the
revealing quiet of cruising through town, you realize how easily everything in the SC whirs,
meshes, and glides. The Eagles hang on when the skies open and threaten to close the roads. A
thunderstorm hit with horrendous winds that flattened roadside reflectors, but the SC still felt
solid. The big coupe tramlines in truck ruts, though, and when it finds them turned into water
troughs it planes up like an Everglades fan boat. Traction control is like ABS and all-wheel
drive: it can't always do the trick. Perhaps the next engineers will perfect the system with better
thinking and a better brain. The Lexus turns the Aston into an instant aberrational anecdoteâ€”a
shaky tale told in the face of another projectile about to go ballistic for real. What an appropriate
setting. If I've ever seen one, this is a car built to keep chiropractors busy unturning heads. The

result of Calty's work is nothing less than the most pleasing car to look at that we've seen in
some time. Happily, the only thing more fun than looking at the SC is driving it. It's fast, silent,
and just about perfect on the ergonomics front. The Japanese have been hitting home run after
home run these days, and a person generally has to haul out the microscope to find
imperfections in their products. One common complaint has been that many Japanese cars
including the Lexus LS seem to lack personality. Darned if they aren't starting to get that right
also. The SC shares the crypt-like silence, silky smooth engine, and supple, well-controlled
suspension behavior of the flagship LS Off-the-line performance and exterior styling are where
the LS's stiff upper lip give way to the SC's sly, sultry grin. Shorter gearing boosts the force
available at the pavement in low gear by fifteen percent, which translates to a much more
aggressive launch feel and quicker zero-tomph times. The SC trades the safe, conservative lines
of the LS for a riskier, more striking appearanceâ€”it's simply unlike anything on the road. It's
an appropriate look for a car that stands alone in its market niche. I recall sitting in a roadhouse
in Ojai, California, following my first drive in a big Lexus sedan. I told Csaba Csere it was a
revelation but needed to be less velvety and more visceral. I wanted more steering feel, more
exhaust note, a sprightlier 0-to time, less body roll, and well, okay, I'm embarrassed by this
more wood trim in the cockpit. Lexus must have bugged the roadhouse with voice-activa
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ted microphones. The SC coupe is But that would be wrong. There are some pot-walloping,
glaring faults. Like the three chrome badges on the car's rump. And the trunk-lid spoiler. And I
wish that when I reached to adjust the radio's volume that I didn't always accidentally twist the
climate-control knob to the Furnace Creek setting. Stuff like that. Not perfect. Maybe I should
mutter these complaints in the roadhouse. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Cindy Lewis Car and Driver. From
the October issue of Car and Driver. Super Coupes. Expand Collapse. This content is created
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